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ABSTRACT
The minimum-energy broadcasting problem in wireless
networks consists of finding a transmission radius vec-
tor for all stations in such a way that the total transmis-
sion power of the whole network is least possible. The
minimum-energy broadcast problem may by modeled by
an edge weighted complete graph in which each vertex in
the graph represents a station and the weight of the edge
is distance between the two nodes it joins. This is the
weighted graph version of the minimum-energy broadcast
problem. Wan, Calinescu, Li and Frieder showed that for
arbitrary weights, this problem is NP-hard, and also hard to
approximate.

In this paper we show that the weighted graph
minimum-energy broadcast problem is NP-hard in metric
space when transmissions are restricted to a given set of
power levels by means of an upper boundd on the allowed
transmission radius. This restriction is justified becauseit is
unrealistic to expect transmissions with unbounded power
which may be needed in an optimal solution for large di-
ameter networks. We also show that our problem can be
solved in polynomial time when there is an optimal solu-
tion with a fixed number of transmitter nodes.
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1. Introduction

We study a graph version of the problem ofbroadcasting
from a source station to all the stations in a static ad-hoc
wireless network using minimum total energy. We assume
then stations are located in the plane and thesource station
is s. In a wireless network each station is represented by a
node and there are no fixed links joining pairs of nodes,
but when a node transmits with powerr�, all the nodes
within distancer will receive the transmission. This power
function and the specific value of�, which is normally be-
tween 2 and 4, are derived from physical considerations.
We state our results for� = 2, but can be easily general-
ized to cover all other values of�. The nodes other than�Supported in part by NSF Grant No. CCR–9821038.

s that transmit with power greater than zero are calledre-
transmitters or relay stations and their purpose is to receive
information and send it to other nodes. The broadcasting
problem in static wireless networks consists of finding for
each nodev a transmission radiusr(v) so thats broadcasts
to all the nodes either directly or indirectly through the re-
lay nodes. In other words, for every nodev there is a se-
quence of nodess = vi1 ; vi2 ; : : : ; vil = v, for somel � 2,
such that the distance fromvij to vij+1 is at mostr(vij ), for1 � j < l. The total energy or power used is

Pv2G r(v)2.
Static and slow changing wireless networks have received
considerable attention because of their applications to bat-
tlefield, emergency disaster relief, etc. as well as in situ-
ations when it is not economically practical or physically
possible to provide Internet or Intranet connectivity.

Figure 1 depicts a set of 10 points in the plane with
circles representing the range of node transmissions where
the source node iss = 10. Table 1 gives the correspond-
ing transmission vectorr for the stations in Figure 1. The
source station (s = 10) transmits directly to stations 1, 2,
3, 6 and 7. Stations 3, 6 and 7 relay the transmission to 4,
5 and 8, respectively. Node 8 retransmits to station 9.

Table 1. Transmission radius vectorr for Figure 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Vectorr 0 0 2 0 0 2 3 1 0 5

Thus the minimum-energy broadcasting problem in
wireless networks consists of finding a transmission radius
vector for all vertices in such a way that the total trans-
mission power is least possible. Each transmission radius
vector defines a spanning broadcast tree for the network in
which the root is the source nodes and each path from the
root to a vertexv corresponds to the sequence of transmis-
sions by which sources communicates its message tov.
Note that there may be many possible transmissions froms to v, but the broadcast tree will just represent one. Inter-
nal nodes of the tree are the transmitter nodes (or relays for
non-root internal nodes). Figure 2 represents the broadcast
spanning tree for the transmission radius vector in Table
1. The cost of transmission from a transmitter node in a



broadcast tree is the minimum power required by the inter-
nal node to transmit to all its children. A minimum-energy
broadcast tree is one with the minimum sum of the cost
of the transmissions from each internal node in the tree.
We call this problem thegeometric minimum-energy broad-
cast problem. This problem was initially introduced by
Wieselthier, Nguyen and Ephremides [10] and their main
result was developing heuristics for its solution.
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Figure 1. Station 10 broadcasts.
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Figure 2. Corresponding spanning tree.

In wired networks that allow only unicasting commu-
nications (transmission from one node to just another one)
the total cost of the broadcast is the sum of the weights on
the links of the spanning tree. Therefore, it can be for-
mulated and solved efficiently by the algorithms for the
minimum-cost spanning tree (MST) problem. In wireless
networks, there is a significant difference in the calcula-
tion of the energy required for the broadcast, since all of

the nodes within the communication range of a transmis-
sion node may receive a transmission without additional
transmitter power. Details of this model and the physical
assumptions made can be found in [10]. Wired networks
that allow multicasting fall somewhere between the above
two communication models.

The minimum-energy broadcast problem may by
modeled by an edge weighted complete graph in which
each vertex in the graph represents a station and the weight
of the edge is the distance between the two nodes it joins.
We call this problem with arbitrary weights theweighted
graph minimum-energy broadcast problem. Wan, Cali-
nescu, Li and Frieder [9] showed that for arbitrary weights,
this problem is an NP-hard problem. They also show that
approximating this problem is as hard as approximating the
dominating set problem which its known to be NP-hard to
approximate.

If the set of weights satisfies the triangle inequality,
then the problem is said to be in metric space. In this paper
we show that the weighted graph version of the problem is
NP-hard in metric space when transmissions are restricted
to a given set of power levels. This means that the trans-
mission radius of each vertex has to be no more than some
boundd. We also show that the weighted graph problem
can be solved in polynomial time when there is an optimal
solution where only a fixed number of nodes transmit.

A particular case of the weighted graph minimum-
energy broadcast problem is obtained by the application of
the terms “distance”, “diameter”, etc., in their usual graph
theoretical sense. Here we start with a simple unweighted
graphG = (V;E). The distance betweenu; v 2 V is then
the length of the shortest path betweenu andv in G. If
vertexu transmits to a distancer in G, this incurs a cost
of r�, and the transmission is received by allv 2 V within
distance (in the graph theoretical sense)r of u in G. The
quantityr is then the transmission radius ofu. As before,
the total energy (cost) of a broadcast tree is the sum of the
energiesr� of the internal nodes of the tree.

One may view our problem as an instance of the met-
ric space problem by applying the following transforma-
tion. From a simple graphG we construct a weighted com-
plete graphG0 by assigning a weight to each edge inG0
equal to the length of the shortest path joining the two ver-
tices inG. The resulting graph satisfies the triangle in-
equality but does not include all graphs in metric space.

Given a simple graphG = (V;E) and a source vertexs 2 V , there are two problems of interest:

Unrestricted minimum-energy broadcast:
Find a minimum-energy broadcast tree inG
from vertexs.
Restricted minimum-energy broadcast: Find a
minimum-energy broadcast tree inG from vertexs in which the permitted transmission radii are
bounded by somed � 1.

In this paper we consider the decision versions of
these problems and show that the restricted problem is NP-



hard. This restriction is justified because it is unrealistic to
expect transmissions with unlimited power which may be
needed in an optimal solution for large diameter networks.

We formally define the restricted minimum-energy
broadcast (RMEB) decision problem as follows:

RESTRICTED MINIMUM-ENERGY BROADCAST
PROBLEM (RMEB):
INSTANCE: A 4–tuple (G; s; d;K) whereG = (V;E)
is a simple graph,s 2 V is the source node,d < jV j,K < jV j2 are positive integers.
QUESTION: Is there a spanning broadcast tree rooted ats
and with total energyK or less in which each transmission
radius used is at mostd?

Thus in RMEB, we permit nontrivial transmis-
sion radii only from the setf1; 2; : : : ; dg. If the radius is
unrestricted, then the decision problem is UMEB defined as

UNRESTRICTED MINIMUM-ENERGY BROAD-
CAST PROBLEM (UMEB):
INSTANCE: A 3–tuple(G; s;K) whereG = (V;E) is
a simple graph,s 2 V is the source node,K < jV j2 is a
positive integer.
QUESTION: Is there a spanning broadcast tree rooted ats and with total energyK or less?

In Section 2., we present our reduction to establish
the NP-completeness of RMEB. Issues relating to UMEB,
as well as the the corresponding approximation problems
are discussed in Section 3..

2. NP-completeness of RMEB

We begin by defining the vertex cover problem (VC). LetG = (V;E) be an undirected graph with vertex setV , and
edge setE. A subsetV 0 � V of vertices is said to be a
vertex cover forG iff every edge inE is incident to at least
one vertex inV 0.
VERTEX COVER (VC):
INSTANCE: A pair (G;K), whereG = (V;E) is an undi-
rected graph, andK < jV j is an integer.
QUESTION: DoesG have a vertex cover with at mostK
vertices?

VC was among the first set of problems shown to
be NP-complete [4, 6]. The class of NP-complete prob-
lems is the set of all decision problemsQ 2 NP such that
SAT/ Q, where SAT is the satisfiability problem defined
in [4], and/ represents polynomial time reducibility [4].
The class of NP-complete problems is very rich. We refer
the reader to [3, 4, 6] for additional details about the theory
of NP-completeness. We establish our intractability results
by constructing a polynomial time reduction from VC to
the RMEB problem.

A Turing reduction from a search problemR to a
problemR0 is an algorithmA that solvesR by using a
hypothetical subprogramS for solvingR0, such that, ifS
were a polynomial time algorithm forR0, thenA would be

a polynomial time algorithm forR. A search problemR is
called NP-hard if there exists some NP-complete problemR0 that Turing-reduces toR. Thus ifR is NP-hard, then
it cannot be solved in polynomial time unlessP = NP. In
particular, all NP-complete problems are NP-hard.

2.1 A special case: RMEB with d = 1
There is an easy Turing reduction that shows that RMEB
is NP-hard when the transmission radius is always 1.
We describe this next. The maximum leaf spanning tree
(MLST) ([4], Problem ND2, p. 206) is an NP-complete
problem. This problem is defined as follows:

MAXIMUM LEAF SPANNING TREE (MLST):
INSTANCE: GraphG = (V;E), positive integerK �jV j.
QUESTION: Is there a spanning tree forG in whichK or
more vertices have degree 1?

Proposition 1 The MLST problem Turing reduces to
RMEB with d = 1. Thus RMEB is NP-hard if a vertex
broadcasts to its neighbors only.

Proof The restricted minimum-energy broadcast problem
RMEB with d = 1 is one in which all the transmissions
are to nodes at a distance one. This is equivalent to finding
a tree with roots (the source) such the number of internal
nodes (transmitters) is as few as possible. This is the same
as finding a spanning tree with roots in which the number
of leaf nodes is as large as possible. Thus if there is a poly-
nomial time algorithmS for RMEB with d = 1, then we
can use this to solve the MLST by runningS a total ofjV j
times, each time with a different source vertexs. �
2.2 The general reduction for RMEB

We construct a direct polynomial time reduction from VC
to RMEB. This type of reduction is stronger than Turing
reduction we considered for thed = 1 case, and works ford = 1 as well.

First we define a certain gadget that we build to trans-
form an edge between two verticesu; v. Given positive
integers andd, the graphg(; d) is constructed as follows.

Case 1: d is even

1. Make copies of a path withd=2 nodes.

2. Construct the multigraph obtained by making edges
betweenu andv.

3. Subdivide each of these edges by insertingd � 1
additional vertices (this turns each edge betweenu andv into a path withd+ 1 vertices).

4. Connect one extreme vertex of each of the paths to
the central vertex of the subdivisions in a one-to-one
manner to obtaing(; d).
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Figure 3. The gadgetg(3; 4).
As an example, the gadgetg(3; 4) is shown in Figure 3.

Case 2: d is odd

1. Make copies of a path with(d+ 1)=2 nodes.

2. Construct the multigraph obtained by making edges
betweenu andv.

3. Subdivide each of these edges by insertingd � 1
additional vertices (this turns each edge betweenu andv into a path withd+ 1 vertices).

4. Connect one extreme vertex of each of the paths to
the two central vertices of the subdivisions in a one-
to-one manner to obtaing(; d).
As an example, the gadgetg(3; 5) is shown in Figure

4.
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Figure 4. The gadgetg(3; 5).
If we constructg(; d) starting with the edgefu; vg,

we say that the gadget isbuilt on the edgefu; vg. In our
reduction, we will be using the gadgetsg(; d) with � d.
We observe that for any gadgetg(; d) built on the edgefu; vg, the minimum energy required to transmit from ei-
theru or v (or from a vertex outsideg(; d)) to all of the
extreme vertices ofg(; d) labeled asx in Figures 3 and 4,
is at leastminfd2; g. The quantity comes from at least
transmissions of radius 1 or more required if neitheru norv has transmission radiusd.

Proposition 2 VC polynomial time reduces to RMEB.
Thus RMEB is NP-hard.

Proof Given an instance of the vertex cover problem(G;K) with G = (V;E) andK < jV j, we construct an
instance of an RMEB problem(G2; s; d; (1 + K)d2) as

follows. Supposen = jV j; e = jEj. Construct a graphG2 from G by using the gadgetsg(; d) and following the
steps below:

1. First add an extra vertexs and add the edgesfs; vg
for all v 2 V to E. Call the resulting graphG1 =(V1; E1). ThenjV1j = 1 + n andjE1j = n+ e.

2. ConstructG2 = (V2; E2) from G1 by replacing each
edgefu; vg 2 E1 by the gadgetg(; d).

We show later on that we can set equal tond2 in this
construction.

We viewV2 as consisting of1 + n old vertices which
ares and the original vertices inV , and a number ofnew
vertices which are the vertices introduced by the gadgetsg(; d) (these are the vertices distinct fromu; v in Figures
3, and 4). We claim that in the resulting instanceG2, it is
possible to broadcast froms with total energy(1 + K)d2
to all vertices inV2 with transmission radius bounded byd
iff G has a vertex cover of size at mostK.

First assume thatG has a vertex coverV 0 of sizeK.
With radiusd, s can transmit to all of the new vertices on
the gadgets formed from edgesfs; vg in G1, and to all of
the vertices in the vertex coverV 0 (in fact to all vertices inV1). Now eachv 2 V 0 can broadcast with radiusd to all
other vertices. Thus inG2, it is possible to broadcast froms by using total energy(1 +K)d2.

Suppose now that inG2, s can broadcast with total
energy(1 + K)d2 or less for someK < n. Note that
just as VC always has a solution forK = n, s can always
broadcast inG2 using total energy energy(1 + n)d2.

Let W be the set of vertices that are transmitters in
such a broadcast tree of total energy(1+K)d2 with roots.
We’ll show that in addition tos,W containsK old vertices
(i.e. vertices inV1) that have transmission radiusd, and that
theseK vertices form a VC forG. We’ll also show that all
transmitters in the broadcast tree have radiusd.

First we show thats has transmission radiusr = d.
Since the allowed radii are at mostd in RMEB, it is enough
to show thatr � d. By way of contradiction, assume thats transmits with radiusr < d. Then by our previous ob-
servation on the power required to reach extreme vertices
labeledx in a gadget, we need at least an additionalnd2
energy to send to all gadgets built on edgesfs; vg; v 2 V ,
or one of them requires power. Choose = nd2. Then
the total power required to broadcast froms inG2 is at leastr2+nd2. SinceK < n, r2+nd2 � 1+nd2 > (1+K)d2,
which is a contradiction. Thuss has transmission radiusd.

Now given that = nd2 ands has transmission radiusd, it follows that ifW contains some new vertexy in someg(; d) built on an edgefu; vg 2 E1, then it contains eitheru or v (or both), since the only way to reachy from the
sources is by relaying the transmission throughu or v, for
otherwise the power required will at least be, which is too
large. Therefore for every edgefu; vg 2 E1, eitheru or v
is a transmitter. It follows thatV 0 = W n fsg is a vertex
cover forG of cardinality at mostK.



The number of vertices ofG2 is found to bejV2j =O(d3ne). Note also that the reduction itself can be carried
out in polynomial time with respect ton, i.e. the reduction
is polynomial time. �
3. Polynomial Time Algorithm for the

Weighted Graph Version

In this section we present a simpleO(nk+2) algorithm that
finds an optimal solution to the UMEB problem when there
is an optimal solution in which no more thank nodes are
transmitters.

The algorithm is simple. First it will try all subsets of
at mostk nodes. For each node there are at mostn different
power levels at which it may transmit, since transmission at
intermediate levels will not reach other stations. We then
try all theseO(nk) possible power level choices for all the
nodes selected and check to see if it is a solution and if
so keep track of the one with smallest objective function
value. Clearly this can be done inO(n2), so the total time
complexity bound becomesO(nk+2). Since there are

�nk�
subsets withk stations, the total time complexity bound isO(n2k+2).
4. Discussion

We have shown that the weighted graph minimum-energy
broadcast problem is NP-hard in metric space when trans-
missions are restricted to a given set of power levels by
means of an upper boundd on the allowed transmission ra-
dius. This restriction is justified because it is unrealistic to
expect transmissions with unlimited power which may be
needed in an optimal solution for large diameter networks.
We have also shown that our problem can be solved in poly-
nomial time when there is an optimal solution with a fixed
number of transmitter nodes.

The RMEB problem withd = 1 is as hard to ap-
proximate as the set cover problem, which is known to be
NP-hard to approximate. This reduction is not in this paper
but it is similar to the ones in [5].
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